CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS

Abstract deadline for Arizona Photonics Days 2025 is **November 1, 2024**

Optics Valley invites industry scientists and engineers from around the world to submit abstracts for presentation at the **8th Arizona Photonics Days**. This conference connects optics and photonics industry peers and leaders for technical presentations, industry trend discussions and professional networking opportunities, January 22-24, 2025 in Tucson, Arizona.

**OVERVIEW**

Presentations should inform on techniques and processes that expand the scope of optics and photonics technologies in industrial and commercial applications, or provide overall insights and trends, in one of these five conference tracks:

- **BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY**
- **ASTRONOMY**
- **SENSING & METROLOGY**
- **LASER TECHNOLOGY**
- **QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY**

- One presenter per paper will be allotted 15 minutes, plus 5 minutes for audience questions
- Presenters will be notified of acceptance by December 2, 2024
- Presentation format is Powerpoint; guidelines provided at acceptance
- Final presentations are **due January 8, 2025**

**SUBMISSION FORM**

Complete the new **APD25 Abstract Submission Form** and send to **info@opticsvalleyaz.org** by **November 1, 2024**.

Once accepted, presenter will register for the conference. Author(s) and presenter agree that:

- Conference organizers will make all presentation and/or manuscripts available to all registrants after the conference, and
- Attendees may photograph the presenters and presentations for their own use or for sharing on the Internet and social media, and
- Conference organizers may use photographs that include the presenter and/or presentation in post-conference materials and promotional materials for future conferences.

**Submit your abstract by November 1, 2024**

Questions? Email **info@opticsvalleyaz.org**